




Simply Supreme.



YOUR CHOICE OF CABINETRY DEFINES YOUR HOME and exemplifies your lifestyle.  Although 

other interior design elements can be updated to reflect popular trends, built-in cabinetry is a core 

architectural element that provides for your home’s functional and aesthetic design for years to come.  

Choosing cabinetry is one of the most important decisions you’ll make for your home.  With over 50 

years of experience, we have established a tradition of excellence in quality, craftsmanship and service that 

is supported with our lifetime limited warranty.  We are honored that you have selected Dura Supreme 

cabinetry for your home and we are dedicated to upholding the trust and confidence you have invested in us!
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WITH SUCH AN ENTICING ARRAY of design options and price points, it’s no wonder Dura Supreme 

cabinetry has such appeal.  Within our family of products, you’ll find a perfect fit for every taste and budget.  

Dura Supreme employs a balance of quality materials and construction features with an impressive array 

of styling options to deliver exceptional value and design.  Crestwood Cabinetry is traditional,  American 

“framed” cabinetry, custom crafted with premium joinery and materials, and an extraordinary palette of 

door styles and finishes.  Bria Cabinetry is an ideal blend of high-tech and high-fashion with its full-access 

construction and expansive styling choices from traditional to chic contemporary.
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DESTINED TO BE A CLASSIC, this Bria kitchen combines the best of traditional styling with clean, 

modern design to create a look that will be as fresh tomorrow as it is today.  Traditional white, painted 

cabinetry is given an up-to-the-minute look by selecting door styles and crown moldings with straight lines 

and sleek styling (no fussy details).  An architectural hood with polished chrome accents and stainless steel 

appliances dress up this painted kitchen for upscale, contemporary appeal.  The island offers a notable color 

contrast with its rich, dark, gray-hued finish on cherry cabinetry.  The sculpted posts on each corner and the 

beadboard back give a nod to nostalgic farmhouse style in this modern kitchen.
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Bria Cabinetry shown with “Arcadia Panel” door style in Linen White/Pewter Accent paint finish.  Island cabinetry shown in Cherry with Onyx finish.
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Bria Cabinetry shown with “Moda” door style in Quarter Sawn Oak with Mission finish.   Aluminum Frame doors also shown.
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“LOFT” LIVING originated in Paris when artists established studios in abandoned warehouses to 

accommodate the oversize paintings popular at the time.  Modern loft environments idealize the 

characteristic features of their early counterparts with high ceilings, exposed beams, open spaces, 

and vintage flooring or brickwork.  Soaring windows frame dramatic city skylines and interior spaces 

pack a powerful visual punch with their clean lines and minimalist approach to detail.  Dura Supreme 

cabinetry coordinates perfectly within this design genre with sleek contemporary door styles and 

equally sleek interiors.
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THE CRISP CLEAN DETAILS of a white painted kitchen are always in style!  This captivating kitchen is 

replete with convenient banks of drawers keeping stored items within easy reach.  A large refrigerator and 

freezer anchor the space on both sides of the range, and blend seamlessly into the kitchen.  The spacious island 

invites family and friends to gather and make memories as you prepare meals.  Conveniently located on each 

side of the sink are dual dishwashers, integrated into the cabinetry to ensure efficient clean-up.  Glass-fronted 

cabinetry, with a contrasting finished interior, showcases beautiful glassware.  Crestwood Inset cabinetry 

creates a perfect ensemble.
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Crestwood Inset Cabinetry shown with “Highland” door style finished in Linen White paint.
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Crestwood Cabinetry shown in “Carson Panel” door style finished with Graphite paint and Hazelnut finish on Cherry.



DRAMATIC AND MOODY never looked so good, or so inviting.  Beautiful ship-lap detailing on the 

hood and the island create a sleek modern farmhouse vibe in this decidedly modern kitchen.  An entire wall 

of tall cabinets hides a large refrigerator in plain sight and a walk-in pantry for amazing storage.  The two 

larder cabinets flanking each side of the hood create an abundant amount of specialized storage.  An extra 

sink and open shelving in the beverage area makes for easy clean-ups after cocktails for two or an entire 

dinner party.  The warm contrast of paint and stain finishes makes this cozy kitchen a space that will be the 

focal point of many happy gatherings!
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BOLD AND BRASSY DETAILS  are a striking accent for this beautiful painted kitchen adding an elegant 

and eye-catching metal finish.  Abounding in storage, drawer banks were designed below the window wall to 

take advantage of natural sunlight that floods the kitchen, making the brushed brass details glimmer.  A hutch 

cabinet with glass doors and curved mullions adds a graceful display space for cherished items.  Clever and 

convenient “column” pull-outs house spices and a knife block on both sides of the range to keep often-used 

items close to the cooking center.  Making the most of every nook in this kitchen, a small desk for two is 

tucked into a corner to multi-purpose the space.
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Crestwood Cabinetry shown in “St. Augustine” door style with Pearl paint.  Island cabinetry shown in Cherry with Clove/Black Accent Glaze finish.
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Crestwood Inset Cabinetry shown in “Dempsey” and “Craftsman” door styles, finished in Gale Force paint and Morel stain on Hickory.
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IT’S IMPOSSIBLE TO SING THE BLUES in a kitchen this cheerful! Stacked wall cabinets on both 

sides of the hood make use of every inch of space from countertop to ceiling.  Each cabinet is designed 

with specialized storage for a beverage center and baking center.  Tuck the pocket doors out of the way 

while preparing coffee or tea, and then close afterward to keep the countertops clutter-free.  The small 

apothecary drawers make it so easy to organize special tea blends, savory syrups and hot chocolate for 

those long chats at the island.  The unique furniture styling of the island blends the charm of an old 

farmhouse with the appeal of a fresh, modern home.
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A LOFTY CONCEPT IN KITCHEN DESIGN.  Bria Cabinetry is a sublime choice for the urban comforts 

of loft living that originated in Paris and New York’s SoHo district.  Now fashionable in metros around the 

globe, city living has never been so simple or sophisticated.  This Bria kitchen dignifies its downtown digs 

with clean, contemporary lines and its uptown mix of sleek, natural materials.  With soaring ceilings and 

commanding views of the city skyline, this contemporary dwelling is a perfect complement to Bria’s efficient 

design and high-tech hardware.   Whether uptown, downtown, country or cottage,  Bria Cabinetry by Dura 

Supreme is a savvy choice for every style. 
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Bria Cabinetry shown with “Moda” door style in Maple with a Butternut finish.  Aluminum Framed doors are also shown.
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Crestwood Cabinetry shown with “Lancaster” door style with White/Espresso Glaze finish and Quarter-Sawn Oak with Onyx finish.  Island has “Chapel Hill Panel” door style with custom blue paint.
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ENJOY THE VIEW FROM YOUR BREATHTAKING KITCHEN.  Despite the scenic view outside 

the kitchen window, it’s your Crestwood kitchen that takes your breath away.  A panoramic mantel hood 

soars over the stainless steel range creating a stunning architectural focal point.  Beveled glass doors twinkle 

in the early morning sunlight.  A picturesque island stands amid the stream of family activities as you begin 

and end each day in the heart of your home – your Crestwood kitchen.  Although Crestwood Cabinetry is 

crafted with quality materials and construction, it was the bounty of delicious design details that cemented 

your decision.  Of course the delicate dent it made on your pocket book was a nice surprise as well.
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STREAMLINED AND CLEAN DESIGN are the epitome of contemporary styling.  The sleek lines and 

unassuming hardware come together to create a fresh, elegant space warmed by the walnut finish.  Lift doors 

conceal often-used items above open shelving that keeps favorite items on display and within easy reach.  

Floor-to-ceiling cabinetry surrounds the refrigerator to make the most of the available space.  Metal-framed 

doors with frosted glass hint at what’s behind them without giving away secrets, while open metal shelving on 

both sides of the hood keep favorite dishware easily accessible.
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Bria Cabinetry shown in “Metro-V” door style in Walnut with Hazelnut stain, and “Reese” door style with Pearl paint.
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Crestwood Inset Cabinetry shown in “Kendall Panel” door style with White paint for the perimeter and Storm Gray paint on the island.
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THE SUMPTUOUS ISLAND TAKES CENTER STAGE in this gorgeous painted kitchen, inviting 

friends and family to gather in this welcoming space.  Stacked wall cabinets surround the metal hood to 

create ample storage for all of your kitchen essentials.  Soft white paint is contrasted with a Storm Gray 

paint on the island to create a dramatic contrast for a most appealing atmosphere.  Dura Supreme’s well-

rounded palette of paint finishes lets you pull together a delicious recipe of color options to create the 

kitchen of your dreams, designed and tailored exclusively to you and your home.  The classic good looks of 

a painted finish never go out of style and are always a crowd pleaser.
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WHIP UP A MASTERFUL RECIPE in your new kitchen with delicious details from Dura Supreme.  

A creamy blend of painted cabinetry with a woodgrain textured door is a savory mix and adds rugged 

durability in high-use areas.  Stir in a sprinkle of matte black hardware for a tasteful embellishment.  The 

impressive island is a weighty centerpiece that invites the entire family into the kitchen and linger long 

after dessert.  Dramatic veined marble countertops and backsplash add sumptuous flavor and tie the 

entire kitchen design together.  Bria Cabinetry from Dura Supreme offers an appetizing blend of hand-

craftsmanship and spicy contemporary details for a one-of-a-kind kitchen.
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Bria Cabinetry shown in “Dash” door style with Lodge Oak Textured TFL, and “Dempsey” door style with Linen White paint.
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Crestwood Cabinetry shown with “Silverton” door style with Classic White paint.
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SUGARY WHITE PAINT is a delicious color for this beautiful Crestwood kitchen with its cozy 

breakfast nook tucked into the back of the island.  The unique design of this island offers seating areas 

on both sides, and is an open invitation for guests to make themselves at home.  It’s so easy to pull 

up a chair at the counter, or convene around the table and enjoy meals and comfortable conversation.  

Square bin pulls and the expansive hood with polished chrome detailing give this kitchen sparkle and 

glamour.  White painted cabinetry is so very popular right now, topping everyone’s menu for their 

favorite appetizer, entree and dessert!
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OTHER ROOMS
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Bria Cabinetry shown in “Chapel Hill Panel” door style in Cherry with Clove finish.
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Bria Cabinetry shown in “Homestead” door style in Cherry with Morel finish.



WHY CONFINE CABINETRY TO THE KITCHEN? Dura Supreme cabinetry is an intelligent choice for built-in and freestanding furniture pieces 

throughout your home.  As open floor plans gain popularity and kitchen space merges seamlessly with living spaces, it’s only natural to extend cabinetry 

into other areas of the home to create architectural and design consistency.  Dura Supreme cabinetry offers an amazing array of door styles, finishes and 

decorative elements along with superior construction, joinery, quality and custom sizing.  Your Dura Supreme dealer can introduce you to a host of intriguing 

design venues and furniture applications for your entire home.
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Bria Cabinetry shown in “Arcadia Panel” door style with Graphite paint finish. Crestwood Cabinetry shown in “Marley” door style with Rock Bottom paint.
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Bria Cabinetry shown with “Highland” door style with Linen White paint in reading niche and custom blue paint 
in bathroom.

Bria Cabinetry shown in “Highland” door style with Linen White paint.



Bria Cabinetry shown with “St. Augustine” door style in White/Pewter Accent painted finish with matching fireplace mantel.
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Entertainment cabinetry from Dura Supreme can be designed to integrate seamlessly with furniture and other 
cabinetry within the home.  Shown with “Montego” door style, in Knotty Alder with Heavy Patina “D” finish.
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Entryway Locker and Boot Bench shown in “Avery” door style with Cast Iron paint.
Aluminum framed door in Graphite.  Coat hook area is Knotty Alder shiplap with Heather finish.



Library is Crestwood Cabinetry shown in “Silverton” door style in Maple with Heritage “H” paint finish.
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Crestwood cabinetry shown in “Campbell” door style finished in Heirloom “O” on Cherry.
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BATH ROOMS
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Crestwood Inset cabinetry shown in “Meridien” door style with Silver Strand paint.



THE BATH HAS EVOLVED from its purist utilitarian roots to a more intimate and reflective sanctuary in which to relax and reconnect.  A refreshing 

spa-like environment offers a brisk welcome at the dawning of a new day or a soothing interlude as your day concludes.  Bath cabinetry from Dura Supreme 

offers myriad design directions to create the personal harmony and beauty that are the hallmark of the bath sanctuary.  Immerse yourself in our expansive 

palette of finishes and wood species to discover the look that calms your senses and soothes your soul.
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Crestwood Cabinetry shown in “Homestead Panel” door style with custom blue paint. Crestwood Cabinetry shown in “Silverton” door style with Pearl paint finish.
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Craftsman Panel” door style shown in Knotty Alder with Weathered “A” finish. “Highland” door style shown in Software paint finish.



Bath cabinetry shown with “Silverton” door style in Cherry with Onyx finish.
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Cabinetry shown with “Kendal Panel’ door style with Linen White paint.



Crestwood Inset cabinetry shown in “Highland” door style with Linen White paint.
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS
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Two-Tier Wood Cutlery Tray

Base Recycling Center Full Door

Adjustable Drawer Partitions

Tall Pull-Out PantryBase Pot and Pan Roll-Out

Drawer Partitions

Deep Roll-Out Shelf & Bottle Rack

Integrated Dishwasher Panel

Drawer Spice Rack
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YOU’LL APPRECIATE THEIR HARD WORK!  The accessories you 

select for your Dura Supreme kitchen are as important to the cabinet 

interior as the door, wood and finish are to the exterior.  These hardworking, 

organizational tools transform your kitchen into an efficient workroom 

with their ingenious compartments and pull-out mechanisms.  Optimize, 

maximize and organize every valuable inch of your storage space and then 

sit back, relax and enjoy your hardworking kitchen.

Wall Counter Cabinet with extra shelves

Pull-Out Knife Block

“X” Wine Rack

Blind Corner Swing-Out

Shallow Roll-Out Above Drawer Dish Storage Drawer

Drawer Knife Holder and Chop Block
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Simply Supreme.
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